
@Toni E. Norman Letter Sounds

A. Listen to someone say the following words.  Then try to read the words.                

B. Circle the letters that match         .
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Lesson 15 (_ing)

ung  ong gni ing eng ang ind inging:

nig   gin ing ong ung ing eng ind

i n g

i n g

a b c d e f g h i j k l m
n o p q r s t u v w x y z

 coming filling fixing going

 having playing saving talking

 being buying catching chewing
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C.  Write               on the lines below. 

D.  Circle               in the words below.               

E. Write               in the words below.  Read the words that you make.               
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i  n  g

i  n  g

i  n  g

ing _____ _____ _____

 being chewing going having

 fixing filling mixing singing

 ringing running talking coming

 buy_____ camp_____ start____

 blow_____ fly_____ row_____

 sew_____ swimm_____ tell_____
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G.  Say a sentence using each of the following words.

F.  Draw lines to matching words.
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starting ending

ending

writing

seeing

telling

reading

writing

seeing

telling

reading

starting

 camping standing seeing being

 coming having bending going
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H. Fill in the blanks with the following words.

 standing reading telling

 writing studying moving

1. I like _________________ letters.

2. Are you _____________ a good book?

3. The boy is ______________ up.

4. They are _______________ for a test.

5. The girl is ______________ the truth.

6. They are ______________ next week.
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I.  Match the words with the pictures.
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swimming

kicking

blowing

mixing

flying
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J.  Write the word next to the picture.

146
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K.  Draw pictures to represent the following words.

reading fishing

sleeping raining
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L.  Practice writing each of the spelling words 2 times.

1.  __________ __________   

2. __________  __________   

3. __________   __________    

4. __________   __________    

8. __________   __________   

5. __________   __________   

6. __________   __________   

7. __________   __________   

9. __________   __________   

10. __________  __________   

being

buying

carrying

coming

finding

going

having

paying

telling

walking
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M.  Practice writing the following sentences as neatly as you can.

N.  Write down 2 or more sentences using th words from this lesson.

He is buying the chewing gum.

They are racing in the swimming pool.
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O. Spelling Words.

1.  ______________________________ 

2.  ______________________________ 

3.  ______________________________ 

4.  ______________________________ 

8.  ______________________________ 

5.  ______________________________ 

6.  ______________________________ 

7.  ______________________________    

9.  ______________________________ 

10.  ______________________________ 


